Tufts in Talloires
Historical Course Listing
for IR Majors

CD 62: Childhood Across Cultures
Approved for TC3 (SS/History/Policy) and the New TC5 (Social Science)

CLS 187: The History and Archaeology of France under the Roman Empire
Approved for TC1A (Culture)

EC 30: Environmental Economics and Policy
Approved for TC2A-2D (Elective) and TC3 (SS/History/Policy)

EC 91-04: Food Economics: From Farm to Fork around the World
Approved for TC3 (SS/History/Policy)

FR 32 or FR 191: Readings on Alpine Nature in French Literature
Approved for TC1A (Culture) and TC2, TC3, TC4 (Culture - if student’s IR language is French)

ML 96: Romance Linguistics
Approved for TC1A (Culture)

PS 154: Romanticism and Revolution: The Political Philosophy of Rousseau
Approved for TC1A, Old TC6A, and the New TC 6 (Social Science and Culture)